
LIMCAF 2023: ELIGIBILITY, LIABILITY AND IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS

THEME: Fix It

Explanation:
The world is passing through unprecedented challenges and we should arise to this by acting well our parts.
Humanity appears to be at a critical stage of launching into the future, it calls for a holistic response for all to
“FIX IT” !

Certification and Signature
I certify that my answers are true and complete to the best of my knowledge.

If this application leads to Prize Award, I understand that false or misleading information in my application
may result in cancellation or withdrawal of the Award.

I accept that the decisions of the jury are incontestable and I promise to abide by the rules and
regulations of the competition.
I affirm that the entry (ies) is/are my original artwork(s) which is/are not duplicated in any form. I hereby agree
to abide by the rules guiding the Life In My City Art Festival 6competition.

If I win any of the major prizes (N300,000.00 and above), the prize money shall buy my artwork.

Life In My City Art Festival has the right to use my entries for the purpose of publicity and advertisement in print
and any other means it deems fit.

Life In My City Art Festival shall be entitled to 25% of the cost of my artwork(s) if sold under the cover of the
Festival.

LIABILITY AND IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS

1. Please note that only original artworks will be accepted.
2. Also note that works which have been entered for any competition elsewhere or works whose

ownership have been transferred either through sale or other means of exchange will not be accepted.
3. Artworks that may soil or damage other works or items and facilities in the exhibition halls will be

disqualified,
4. Artworks that may be too bulky/clumsy to be transported from the region to Enugu will be disqualified.
5. Artists selected for second round exhibition at the regions will be responsible for bringing their selected

work(s) to the regional Centre and taking them back if they are not selected for the Grand Finale.
LIMCAF will be responsible for shipment of selected artworks to the Grand Finale in Enugu. LIMCAF
will return artworks that do not win major prize or not sold at the Grand Finale Exhibition within five
months after exhibition.

6. Artists are advised to insure their artworks where possible. LIMCAF will not be liable for any damage
or loss resulting from poor packaging or transportation. .
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